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FIFA® 22 HyperMotion™ HyperMotion is a new feature exclusive to
FIFA 22 that uses data collected from 22 real-life players playing a
complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits.
Motion data is captured from player touches, tackles, aerial duels,
on-ball actions and passes. These data feeds are used to power the
gameplay of FIFA 22. In addition to providing players with more
realistic on-ball controls, HyperMotion data will also play a key role
in the development of many other FIFA 22 features, including live
and animated player reactions, match day manager reactions and
other player player data. DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTORS The data
collected from motion capture is inputted into the game engine and
used to create DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTORS. DYNAMIC FITNESS
FACTORS are the key factors that help players adapt to changes in
conditions, such as altitude or weather. They let players physically
prepare for their environments. Unlike other factors that are
acquired for gameplay, DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTORS are influenced
by playing time, fatigue, altitude and other conditions. These
DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTORS can impact the following gameplay
elements: • Changing the difficulty of AI matchups in Custom
Matches and FIFA Clubs to cater to the player’s mental and physical
performance • Reducing the impact of missed shots, as the amount
of shots taken with a given DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTOR are reduced
• Players being less likely to foul as the DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTOR
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levels are reduced • Players being less likely to commit a tactical
foul as they are more balanced with their opponents • Players being
less inclined to lose the ball as the DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTOR levels
are reduced • Players being more likely to win the ball back from
opponents as the DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTOR levels are increased •
Players becoming more physical as the DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTOR
levels are increased • Players being more effective while dribbling
as the DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTOR levels are increased • Players
finishing off more shots, as the DYNAMIC FITNESS FACTOR levels
are increased Using the data collected from HyperMotion, DYNAMIC
FITNESS FACTORS can also be applied to gameplay that is

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Air pressure: With enhanced physics and technology, air pressure controls the behaviour of players, ball,
and surroundings. The new stable ball movement allows it to roll and fly under pressure as you would in
the real-world. Working in harmony with computer controlled players, you’ll experience a game where all
facets of the football experience are brought to life.
Community: Relevance: The community creates the playing experience using the new EA SPORTS "Tap
and Run" system. This innovative new feature unlocks an entire new gameplay dimension in FIFA 22,
letting you buy power-ups to suit your play style. While running at full pelt, tap the ball to unleash new
moves, dekes and finishes.
Real match authenticity: The new enhanced ball movement is complemented with enhanced AI match
intelligence, challenging AI that vary and react to your actions, and new player behaviours that adapt to
the type of opposition you're playing.
AI enhancements: Make your opponent play the game at your pace in real-time by enhancing the ‘smart’
intelligence of the game’s leading global A.I. systems to react to and challenge any scenario. Enhanced
physics, player personalities and animation, and advanced strategies all come together for a truly
authentic experience.
Ultimate Team: Create and take command of the best players in the world and lead your team to
greatness in the all new Ultimate Team modes. The all-new squad building system lets you make the most
of every resource you have at your disposal, and pack every area of the pitch with as much talent as
possible.
FIFA Ultimate Collection: Available on Xbox One™ on Sep 26, FIFA 17
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FIFA Ultimate Team: Available on Xbox One™ on Sep 25, FIFA 17
EA SPORTS Football Club: Available on Xbox One on Sep 26
Pro Clubs: Available on Xbox One on Sep 25
Pro Evolution Soccer 2016: Available on Xbox One on Sep 26, PS4 on Sep 25
PlayStation 4
PlayStation Vita
PC
Xbox One (NEW)

Fifa 22 Serial Key Free

The award-winning football game with over a million digital units
sold and a cult following of passionate football fans. FIFA is the most
famous and popular football game in the world. It’s the go-to game
for millions of gamers, football clubs, players, leagues, broadcasters
and online communities. Are you ready to experience an entirely
new world of football? Powered by Football features fundamental
gameplay improvements. You’ll now be able to work harder, play
better and score more goals. Whether you’re on the pitch, training
grounds or the virtual touchline, you’ll get more out of FIFA. Choose
from player, management and club roles. Create and evolve your
team, and manage your club from the very beginning to the very
end. Upgrade your training facilities to shape the future of football.
To do all this, your football club has some of the most authentic
licensed kits, stadiums and players in the game – they’re all coming
to FIFA 22. Take on friends and rivals with the fully 3D match
engine. Load up your favourite players and select your formation,
then get ready to take on the world. Use game-specific tactics to
prepare your team for a game-changing challenge. Change the
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weather, time of day, and weather conditions to your advantage.
Every aspect of a game is calculated to give you an advantage over
your opponents. Play against friends and opponents from around
the world in any online mode. Create your own custom tournaments
with unique rules, formats and play styles. Host your own online
leagues and tournaments, invite friends to take on your
challengers, and compete with people in tournaments in more than
200 countries. Multiplayer is where it all begins, where the fun
begins. Play anywhere, at any time, with anyone, from anywhere in
the world. Earn Trophies to climb up the online leaderboards and be
recognised for your achievements. Be the best club, player or
manager and take your team to the next level. Enjoy customisable
management tools, create your own, or take a look at how
management tools from football clubs around the world operate.
Create any type of club you like, from traditional, to salary cap, to
fantasy, and more. Championships have never been so
unpredictable. No one is safe. No team is safe. Every club in the
world has a chance. From European leagues to South American
Championships, Russia, CONCACAF to bc9d6d6daa
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Create and share your very own custom team using real players
from top leagues around the world and take them on in official live
FIFA Ultimate Team™ matches. Play the new way with FIFA 22
Ultimate Team by using all the cards in your game with new cards,
skills, teams, kits and more. Prove that you're a true footballing
Masterpiece! FUT Champions – Earn and customize your very own
football-playing character. Create your Ultimate Team and hit the
pitch with them in official matches against other players' unique
creations. FIFA 22 CELTIC TRAVELER LEAGUE – Collect all 18 Icon
Clips by playing live games in the new Celtic Traveller League. The
top 32 travel scorers from each team in the Celtic Traveller League
will qualify for the Finals and earn a trip to the mythical World Cup™
and the chance to collect the 18 Icon Clips within FIFA 22 CELTIC
TRAVELER LEAGUE™. If you want to see who your potential travel
partner is, play these games on the Trip Planner to see who's
challenging your standing. The good news is that you can now play
without leaving the stadium. FIFA 22 – The new revolutionary free-
kick mechanic will allow you to control your opponent's angles in a
whole new way by using the law of deflections. Settle the touch with
your opponents by choosing the perfect moment to exploit the
"smart ball" and keep the ball in play. FIFA 22 will deliver a new
generation of free kicks. The New FIFA 2.0 Engine - Experience the
speed, power, and pace that make FIFA the benchmark sports game
for fans and players in the world. The new 2.0 engine provides more
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fluid animation, realistic collisions, and contextual awareness on the
pitch while a revamped broadcast system puts you in the centre of
the action. Improved Player Models & Personality – FaceOff at the
highest level of football with the new 24 Player models and tell the
world that you're The Best in Ultimate Team. Customise your look in
the new Create a Player feature and choose the perfect kit, shorts,
socks, hair and more. The game will even make sure that your
celebration animations are completely personalised. Bring to life
your very own footballing persona with more than 65 new Player
Vignettes. TEAMS – Choose from 100 real-world teams, including 24
from Europe's top leagues and 61 from the world's
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What's new:

Take over the “Crew” right from the start of the game and build
your dream team. Choose from over 600 real-life players and enjoy
all-new heightened skill replays, along with signature abilities to
create plays and build attacks for your superstar. With a deeper
gameplay experience, Dynamic Tactics, and all-new camera motion,
it’s never been more fun to be a fan.
Professional Clubs. The largest clubs in the world have teamed up
and signed a deal with FOX Sports and EA SPORTS, putting player
appearance on the PlayStation 4 platform in their favour. FIFA 22
introduces “Hype Motion FX.” Using the extensive Fox Sports
movements database, FIFA 22 captures the signature movements
of FOX Sports athletes - improving body movements, tackling and
taking headers, with over 10m real-life players being used.
FIFA-made boots. The iconic boots worn by your favourite World
and Regional champions are available in your favourite new boots
including, adidas X20, Nike Mercurial Superfly, PUMA Predator,
adidas Yeezy Boost 350. Every new boot comes with a radio-
controlled sole. Move the radio-controlled sole to anywhere on the
pitch to boost the ball’s efficiency and create the kind of magic and
power you’ve only seen in practice.
New offline functionality. With the introduction of offline, create
custom training schedules at the touch of a button. Your offline
experience is taken further with improved physics routines which
support thousands of players at the same time. Offline functionality
will appear in multiplayer when you try out future FIFA titles on the
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, like FIFA 14.
Includes Premium Player Pack 1, which features David Silva, Eden
Hazard and Sergio Ramos. These players are available from the
start of Career Mode.
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The Ultimate Team™ mode is now live - choose your legendary
team from some of the most influential clubs in FIFA's rich history,
then take over a real-world club, compete against your friends in
live online matches, and earn valuable experience, trophies and
coins to use in a global marketplace of iconic players, stadiums and
equipment. What will I play? There are seven gameplay pillars –
Celebration, Control, Cohesion, Connectivity, Confidence,
Intelligence and Identity – all of which are represented on the pitch
through the various game modes. Celebrate your goals and head-
butt the goalkeeper with more fluid and spectacular celebrations,
play some of the biggest clubs like PSG and Real Madrid, and
master a brand new ball control system. The FUT Cup now live -
choose the teams and players you want to compete against your
friends, with user-generated content in place of group stages.
Capture and share the best moments of all 32 matches with FIFA
Ultimate Team™ Challenges, and challenge your friends to take the
FUT Cup to the next level. What’s the best way to play? Win the
match first, or create a convincing set piece and play with your feet.
Start and finish with the ball at your feet and adapt to the action
around you, move and change directions with pinpoint precision.
We've created a brand-new ball control system that brings the feel
of the real-world to FIFA. Coach your player into being the most
complete performer possible, make the most out of the game’s AI
by getting to know your opposition, and find new ways to break
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down your opponents. Create game-changing moves with System
App – use your mouse to draw the play, and change direction at any
point. What are the best features? We’ve made our competitions
competitive and unpredictable – FUT Champions Cup and the Road
to FUT Champions Cup – with better-balanced player ratings, unique
rewards for achieving milestones and a brand-new, more
competitive and unpredictable game format. The Zones system has
been changed to provide more goals and excitement, while also
allowing our players to play closer to our balls to brawn approach.
The Seasons mode has been reworked to provide a much more
unique experience with career paths and a brand new league
system for an overall more compelling and varied presentation. The
online experience has also been overhauled. This will
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 x64, Windows 8 x64, Windows 10 x64
Processor: Intel i5-4570, Intel i5-3470, Intel i5-2470, Intel i7-3770,
Intel i7-3770, Intel i7-4790 Memory: 6 GB RAM Storage: 4 GB
available space Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD
7950 (or better) DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband internet
connection Sound:
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